
By offering opportunities to learn and develop, engineering 
avoids retention problems. But recruitment remains a 
challenge.  BY CATHY CECERE

TRAINING HELPS  
ENGINEERING KEEP TALENT

W ith 62 percent of workers saying they’re NOT likely to leave their 
engineering firms within the next year, such organizations don’t consider 
retention a burning issue. But busy firms ARE experiencing staffing 

shortages because recruitment remains a challenge. Fifty-six percent of staff said 
their teams have faced shortages monthly or at least every three months, reported 
The 2023 Kelly Global Re:work Report. 
Engineering firms keep staff because they offer development opportunities—a “top 

priority among workers,” explained Jorge Puente, vice president of engineering with 
Kelly’s Science, Engineering, Tech, and Telecom unit. Eighty-one percent of staff 
reported being able to dedicate time to training and 52 percent said their firms 
actively encourage them to develop their skills. 
“But no sector is immune to talent attraction challenges,” Puente concluded. 

Recognizing this, 51 percent of leadership are working to make their development 
strategy better and 55 percent look to automate tasks/processes to get more work 
done with less people. 

BY THE NUMBERS:

I agree with the following:
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We are automating parts of our business  50%
Recruitment and retention challenges
have led to missed opportunities           46%

Flexible and hybrid working 
has made it easier to recruit   46%

Our business has experienced “quiet quitting”  45%
Building workforce resilience is a priority   43%

I agree the following is important:
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Recruiting permanent talent  56%
Diversity, equity, and inclusion  45%

Automating tasks and processes 55%
Strengthening training and development  51%

Recruiting contingent talent  55%

What keeps you in 
your current job?

Implementing automation  5%

Which skills are most 
important to develop?
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Career progression opportunities  29%
Organizational culture    12%

Skills development opportunities  27%
Employer has automated tasks    15%

Competitive pay and benefits  26%
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Interpersonal  31%

Technical  14%
Creativity and innovation  9%

Digital  11%

ENGINEERING WORKERS REPORT:

ENGINEERING EXECUTIVES REPORT:
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